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Mount Vale
, York
YO24 1DL

Freehold
Council Tax Band - F

•A Large Victorian Residence Overlooking York

Knavesmire

•Main House, Cottage & Apartment

•Four Bedroomed Main House

•Two Bedroomed Cottage

•One Bedroom Apartment

•Easily Integrated to Single Residence

•Large Landscaped Gardens

•Private Cobbled Courtyard & Garage

•Extensively Refurbished Throughout

•Most Sought After Address In York

These particulars have been prepared as accurately and as reliably as possible, but should not be relied upon as 'statement of fact'. If there is any point which is of particular importance to you, please contact the office and we would be pleased to check the
information. We have not tested any services, appliances, equipment or facilities and nothing in these particulars should be deemed to be a statement that they are in good working order, or that the property is in good structural condition or otherwise. Any
areas, measurements, floor plans or distances referred to are given as a guide only and are not precise. Purchasers must satisfy themselves by inspection or by otherwise regarding the items mentioned above and as to the correctness of each of the
statements contained in these particulars. No person in the employment of Ashtons has any authority to make or give any representation or warranty whatsoever in relation to this property or these particulars nor enter into any contract relating to the

property on behalf of the vendor.
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Mount Vale
, York
YO24 1DL

£1,750,000

7 3

Furlong House is one of the most desirable properties in
the city. Situated in this fantastic location, less than a mile
from the city centre, the double fronted Victorian
residence enjoys views over woodland and York
Knavesmire/Racecourse.

The property was originally constructed in 1838 with later
19th and 20th Century additions providing spacious and
versatile accommodation set around a cobbled private
courtyard with parking for several vehicles and garaging.
Beyond the courtyard is a large private, beautifully
landscaped, garden, which benefits from a westerly facing
aspect and an abundance of mature shrubs and trees.

The versatility of the accommodation has been taken full
advantage of over the years, with the current owner initially
using the property as one large family house of seven
bedrooms with four reception rooms, but as the family
needs changed, and with minimal conversion, the property
was again separated into the main residence with two
mews properties. One no doubt a formers housekeepers
cottage and the second a granary/Ostlers apartment.

In recent years the property has undergone extensive
refurbishment with a no expense spared approach
including replacement hardwood sash windows, mosaic
tiled floors, the fitting of a handcrafted kitchen with AGA
and the fitting out of the main cellar for wine and
additional storage. The two mews properties underwent
extensive refurbishment in 2011 and 2014 to the highest
of standards and have previously been rented out,
providing a substantial income.

Furlong House offers the rare opportunity to acquire a
fantastically well balanced family house in one of the most
prestigious and desirable locations in the city.


